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We’ve updated the popular MOX Series with the latest MOTIF XF technology by adding more 

sounds, more effects and even a Flash board option slot. Because it’s compatible with MOTIF XF 

and MOX data, the MOXF has a huge collection of sound and sample libraries and optional 

software available right out of the box. Expandable, portable, affordable, and compatible with a 

wide range of other products, these instruments bring MOTIF music production power to a whole 

new generation of musicians and producers.
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MMOTIF XF sound qualityTIF XF sound quality

The MOXF boasts a rich collection of instrument 

voices that includes pianos, electric pianos, strings, 

wind instruments, orchestral sounds, guitars, 

basses, and drums, as well as a wide variety of 

vintage and modern synth sounds. Of special note 

are the detailed digital re-creations of two Yamaha 

grand pianos (a 9-ft CFIIIS and a 7-ft S6) that only an 

acoustic piano manufacturer could achieve. The 

finely-detailed reproduction of even very subtle 

nuances has resulted in exquisitely crafted piano 

voices that will satisfy even the most demanding 

players. Now containing a huge total of 741 MB of 

waveforms, and featuring all-new content, the MOXF 

offers 136 new voices including the superb S6 grand 

piano, keyboard sounds such as clavinets and 

organs, and a range of new sounds from genres as 

diverse as orchestral and hip-hop.

Yamaha’s proprietary VCM (Virtual Circuitry Modeling) 

technology simulates the effects of vintage EQs, 

compressors, and phasers at the circuit level. This 

technology has enabled Yamaha to improve the 

quality of the instruments in the MOXF by modeling 

the sonic texture of vintage analog compressors, 

EQs and stomp boxes right down to their component 

transistors and resistors. The MOXF also puts the 

high-quality effects found in Yamaha’s industry-standard 

digital recording consoles at your fingertips, as well as 

the award-winning REV-X reverb found in the 

SPX2000. It even comes equipped with vocoder 

effects, allowing you to connect a microphone to the 

MOXF’s A/D input terminal and apply effects to your 

voice or create stunning harmonies.

MOTIF XF sound engine VCM effects

MOTIF XF7

Sound Quality



Flash memory expandabilityFlash memory expandability

The MOXF is fully compatible with the sound 

content developed for the MOTIF XF and MOX. The 

optional Flash board lets you add up to 1  GB of new 

samples to your MOXF to customize and tailor your 

sound set to your needs, using promotional 

contents like Yamaha’s “Inspiration In A Flash” and 

“CP1 Piano,” as well as the many third party 

libraries for sale.

Featuring three banks and 480 MB of new 
voices and waveforms, "Inspiration In A 
Flash" includes the S700 Piano featured in 
the S90ES, organ sounds, a wide variety of 
ethnic sounds, and many more.

MOTIFATOR.com

http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/voice-libraries/motif-xf.html

EASY SOUNDS

http://easysounds.eshop.t-online.de/

FL512M & FL1024M are sold separately.

[Inspiration In A Flash]

Offering the piano samples that are featured 
on the CP1, a superb stage piano from 
Yamaha, "CP1 Piano" is a special library that 
is optimized for the MOTIF XF/MOXF.

[CP1 Piano]
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Performance mode toPerformance mode to
enhance your creatienhance your creativityty

BuiltBuilt-in sequencer to give in sequencer to give 
shape to your inspirationshape to your inspiration

Performance mode allows you to combine multiple 

voices together (up to four parts) and play them on 

one MIDI channel, so that you can play dynamic 

layered sounds or even solos along with drums and 

bass backing tracks. With the interactive Arp engine, 

playing simple chords or even single notes gives you 

complete musical performances to inspire your 

creativity. The MOXF has 256 preset performances 

in a wide variety of music styles including rock, 

world, hip hop, jazz and more.

 

MOXF features a built-in sequencer that lets you 

produce high-quality music without the need for a 

computer or any other external devices. This 

powerful tool offers both real-time recording, which 

records your performance data as you play it, and 

step recording, which is suitable for recording 

precise phrases or other difficult passages. You can 

even record particularly creative performances 

directly to a song or pattern simply by pressing the 

REC button.

 



01 A complete suite of bundled 
　　software

02 A single USB cable for both Audio 
　  and MIDI connections

03 Music production with Cubase AI 7

MOXF6/MOXF8 Editor

MOXF6/MOXF8 Remote Editor

Steinberg Cubase AI 7
USB cable included

The MOXF comes with a variety of music production 

software that allows you to integrate it with your 

computer setup. These include the MOXF Editor for 

detailed editing of voice and mixing parameters, 

MOXF Remote Editor, a convenient tool that lets you 

edit and create control templates for your favorite VST 

instruments, and Remote Tools, which makes 

integration with Cubase software incredibly simple.

A single USB cable is all you need to transmit both 

audio and MIDI data between the MOXF and your 

computer. The MOXF features a built-in 4-in 2-out 

USB audio interface so you can record its internal 

sounds, and two dedicated audio inputs that can be 

used to capture guitars and vocals all recorded 

directly to your computer. Compatible with all the 

major DAW suites including Cubase, you can digitally 

record the sounds of the MOXF and anything 

connected to its stereo analog inputs straight to your 

favorite recording software. Far more than just a 

music production tool, the USB connectivity and 

in-depth keyboard controller functionality also let you 

playback and control your VST soft synths via the 

audio outputs of your MOXF, allowing you to integrate 

VSTs into your live stage shows with no extra gear—

just add a computer and play.

Cubase AI 7 is a version of Steinberg’s DAW (Digital 

Audio Workstation) software made specifically 

to  integrate with Yamaha’s  music production 

synthesizers. Because the MOXF features both a MIDI 

and an audio interface you can record up to 32 

audio and 48 MIDI tracks. You can even connect an 

analog mixer, microphone, or guitar to the analog 

inputs, and record any instrument to your computer 

via the MOXF. With built-in effects and the ability to 

control up to 16 VST instruments, Cubase AI 7 lets 

you  per fo rm the  complete  computer  mus ic  

production process, including notation, scoring, and 

automated mixing.

Advanced computer integration makes the MOXF the center of Advanced computer integration makes the MOXF the center of 
your music production studioyour music production studio

Music 
Production



04 Controlling DAW software

The MOXF has a special remote mode for controlling 

DAW software that allows you to use the buttons on its 

panel to open and close software windows, add 

instrument tracks,  and select VST instruments. The AI 

knob can be used as a jog wheel or set so that any 

parameter you mouse over in Cubase can be 

controlled automatically. You can also use the MOXF 

to control other popular DAW software.

05 Steinberg Prologue VSTi

Prologue is a wonderfully rich-sounding virtual analog 

synthesizer that will become an indispensable part of 

your VSTi arsenal. Prologue's textural range includes 

lush, detailed pads and bright, acerbic leads and 

everything in between. Prologue’ s intuitive user 

interface provides full editing capabilities with access 

to its three oscillators, powerful multi-mode filter, four 

envelopes, two LFOs, a powerful modulation matrix, 

and onboard effects. And because Prologue is 

polyphonic with up to 128 voices, you'll (probably) 

never run out of creative space.

06 YC-3B Tone Wheel Organ VST

YC-3B is a VST Instrument that reproduces the classic 

sound of tone wheel organs. It offers 64 different 

preset sound programs that you can also use to 

create your own original sounds, which you can then 

save as VST presets.

Steinberg Prologue

Yamaha YC-3B

Music 
Production

Playability and UsabilityPlayability and Usability

Category search mode features 16 dif ferent 

ins t rument  ca tegor ies ,  each  w i th  i t s  own  

sub-categories, so getting the sound you need is a 

fast and intuitive process. With Performance 

Creator you can easily build up layer or split 

performances with a single button press. Start 

with a voice you like, and then press LAYER to 

have the MOXF choose a suitable layer sound. 

Press SPLIT to call up a left hand bass sound 

automatically, and then go to DRUM ASSIGN to 

access the huge variety of built-in rhythm patterns 

available.

Easy operation and 
comprehensive controls

The MOXF8 features an 88-key GHS keyboard that 

provides authentic, realistic keyboard response—

much like the playing feel of an acoustic piano—

with a heavy touch in the bass register that 

changes to a lighter one in the treble, and a 

natural gradation of touch in between. Meanwhile, 

the MOXF6 of fers a 61-key, semi-weighted 

keyboard that has been designed and adjusted so 

that you can easily and expressively play the rich 

variety of sounds the instrument offers.

88-key Graded Hammer 
Standard (GHS) action and 
61-key semi-weighted action

A lightweight body (MOXF6: 7.1kg (15.7lbs), 

MOXF8: 14.9kg (32.9lbs)) means that carrying 

the  MOXF to  rehearsa ls  o r  g igs  i s  easy— 

pound-for-pound these are the most powerful 

workstations Yamaha has ever made. Both 

models are 50% lighter than comparable MOTIF 

models.

Mobility – 
Light and easy to carry

Playability 
&

Usability



SSpececificatifications

Optional ptional Accessccessoriesries

512 MB flash memory 
expansion module for 
MOXF/MOTIF XF 

1024 MB flash memory 
expansion module for 
MOXF/MOTIF XF 

Foot Switch style Sustain
Pedal

Piano-style Sustain
Pedal

Half-damper Sustain
Pedal

FC3FC4FC5

FL512M FL1024M

FC7

●Flash memory expansion module ●Foot Switch ●Foot Pedals ●Foot Controller

Imported sample data will not be erased even if 
power is switched off. You can use downloaded 
contents as users' voices. 

Foot Controller to 
increase/decrease 
v o l u m e  o r  o t h e r  
parameter values.

Tone Generator

Multi-timbral Capacity

Wave

Polyphony

Filter

Voices

Performance

Effect System

Note Capacity
Note Resolution
Tempo（BPM）

88 keys, GHS keyboard （Initial Touch）

61 keys, Semi-weighted keyboard（Initial Touch）

AWM2, with Expanded Articulation
128 notes
16 parts（Internal）, A/D input part

User: 256（up to 4 parts）

18 types

Approx. 226,000 notes
480 ppq（parts per quarter note）

5 – 300

741MB（when converted to 16-bit linear format） 
3,977 waveforms
Preset: 1,152 Normal Voices + 72 Drum Kits
GM: 128 Normal Voices + 1 Drum Kit
User: 384 Normal Voices + 32 Drum Kits

Reverb x 9 types, Chorus x 22 types 
Insertion（A, B）x 54 types x 8 parts 
Vocoder x 1（uses both Insertion Effect A and B blocks） 
Master Effect x 9 types, Master EQ（5 bands）
Part EQ（3 bands, stereo）

MOXF8
MOXF6

Keyboard

Tone 
Generator
block

Sequencer
block

Sequencer
block

Recording type
Real time replace, 
Real time overdub（with the exception of the Pattern Chain） 
Real timepunch in/out（Song only） 
Step（with the exception of the Pattern Chain）

Tracks
Song: 16 Sequence Tracks（Loop on/off can be set for each Track）
Tempo Track, Scene Track　Pattern: 16 Phrase Tracks
Pattern Chain: Pattern Track, Tempo Track, Scene Track

Original format, SMF format 0, 1（Format 1 load only）

Arpeggio

Sequence Format

Preset: 7,981 types　User: 256 types
（MIDI Sync, MIDI transmit/receive channel, Velocity Limit, and Note Limit  

can be set. 4 Arpeggio parts can be played simultaneously.) 

User:128
（Each master includes Master keyboard settings with 4 Zones, Assignable 

Knob settings, Program Change table.) 

Connectors

Dimensions, Weight

Accessories

Controllers
Pitch Bend wheel, Modulation wheel, Assignable Knob x 8
[DATA] dial x 1, Assignable Function buttons x 2

MOXF8：1,320（W）x 405（D）x 168（H）mm, 14.9kg
MOXF6：1,030（W）x 358（D）x 125（H）mm, 7.1kg

OUTPUT ［L /MONO］/［R］（standard phone jack）
A/D INPUT ［L］/［R］（standard phone jack）
［PHONES］（standard stereo phone jack）
［FOOT CONTROLLER］, FOOT SWITCH
［ASSIGNABLE］/［SUSTAIN］, MIDI ［IN］/［OUT］/［THRU］
 USB［TO HOST］/［TO DEVICE］, DC IN

AC adaptor (PA-150 or an equivalent recommended by Yamaha), 
USB cable, Owner’s Manual, 
Online Manual CD-ROM x 1 (containing Reference Manual, 
Synthesizer Parameter Manual, and Data List), 
CUBASE AI DOWNLOAD INFORMATION

Master

Others

Rear Panel
1 2 3 5 7

4 6

1 USB terminals
2 MIDI ［IN］ / ［OUT］ / ［THRU] terminals
3 FOOT SWITCH jacks
4 FOOT CONTROLLER jack

5 OUTPUT［L /MONO］/［R］ jacks

6 PHONES（Headphone） jack

7 A/D INPUT［L］/［R］ jacks




